A message from the LCCC Board of Directors, in regard to summer camp sessions:
Since the onset of the COVID-19 outbreak, the Board of Directors has prayerfully and thoughtfully considered
the implications of canceling or continuing with our summer camp sessions. To this point, we have remained
committed to offering a somewhat normal camp experience for those who feel comfortable participating.
Given the fluidity of the situation, we have tried our best to adjust and adapt our plans as time has passed, in
hopes that camp this summer would remain a possibility. However, due to the increasing impact of the virus
in our state along with the fact that we cannot ensure the safety of all of our campers, as well as their families, friends, and congregations at home, we have made the painfully difficult decision to cancel all Lariat
Creek sponsored camps and activities for the remainder of the summer.
We know how much our campers and the entire Lariat Creek family will feel the impact of this decision and
understand that many will be upset by it. We grieve with you. We feel the same pain and heartache. We
know how much a single week of camp affects your entire year. We know how much has already been taken
from our 2020 graduates. We are sorry that you will not be able to experience camp this summer in the
same way you have in the past. But despite all of the negatives that come with this decision, we have trust
that our God will see us through these unfortunate and uncertain times.
The financial impact this decision will have on the camp will be extensive. We are asking congregations and
individuals involved with Lariat Creek to keep the camp in mind over the next few months. All donations are
tax deductible and would be greatly appreciated. For those who have already registered and paid for camp
sessions this summer, refunds will be available, less processing fees. If you would like to receive a refund,
please email registration@lariatcreek.org and include the name of the camper registered, the session they
were registered for, and an address for payment to be sent.
We appreciate your patience and understanding, and look forward with great anticipation to camp sessions
in 2021.
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